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I. The United States: The puzzling contradictions of
economic growth, insecurity and social upheaval
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Let me state the glaringly obvious…



The Washington Overhang…



Washington:  What can get done? Or is going to be 
political sparring 24/7/365?

• A split House and Senate is always a challenge.  But the intensely politically charged 

environment along with serious philosophical splits between the two parties means little will 

get done in 2019-2020.  

• Nevertheless, the Democratic led House stated at the start of the year that they had an 

ambitious agenda they wished to pursue in 2019-2020.  But up until now, nothing has 

happened (“Impeachmentitis”?)  These include:

➢ Healthcare reform: The debate has shifted already from repealing Obamacare to 

“Medicare for all.”  But what does that actually mean?  And where is the House on this 

now?

➢ Climate change:  From the Paris Climate Accord to the “Green New Deal.”  Are we 

really going to have a “10 year national mobilization” to decarbonize, create a 

functioning high speed train system, provide healthcare, housing and economic 

security “for all”? And what about the cows?  And where is the House on this now?

➢ Tax Reform: The House leadership has said they want to move to both repeal the 

2017 tax bill and offer tax hikes for the rich and also to repeal the SALT provisions. And 

where is the House on this now? 
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But can the House Democrats hold it together?

The House Democratic Caucus is 

increasingly seen as splitting between 

multiple camps. Can Speaker Pelosi 

keep them united? Impeachment, 

impeachment, impeachment… or not?

• The New Democrat Coalition –

centrist, capitalist Democrats (i.e. the 

moderates).  99 House members, 

chaired by Representative Jim Himes 

(D-CT).

• The Congressional Progressive 

Caucus – Made up of 

progressive/liberal members and 

dedicated to pushing progressive 

issues.  104 members and co-chaired 

by Representatives Mark Pocan (D-

WI) and Pramila Jayapal (D-WA). 

➢ And how will this directly impact the 

2020 Presidential race?
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Case Study: What exactly is the Green New Deal? 
How will it move (or will it)?  And who is supporting it?

• Representative Alexandra Ocasio-Cortez (D-NY) and Senator Ed Markey (D-MA) introduced 

companion bills. There are 11 Senate co-sponsors and 68 House co-sponsors.  The proposal would 

seek to achieve the following:

➢ Achieving net-zero greenhouse gas emissions

➢ Creating “millions of good, high-wage jobs”

➢ Investing in sustainable industry and infrastructure

➢ Securing clean air and water, climate resiliency, and a sustainable environment

➢ Promote justice and equality by addressing discrimination against marginalized groups

➢ Ensure all U.S. electricity demand met with “clean, renewable, and zero-emissions” 

sources

➢ Invest in high-speed rail, public transit, and zero-emissions vehicles

➢ Provide health care, housing, and economic security for all

➢ Create a jobs guarantee, strengthening collective bargaining, and increasing 

enforcement against monopolies

• At least three House committees will be holding hearings on Climate Change within the next two to 

three months: Natural Resources Committee, Energy & Commerce Committee and Science, 

Space & Technology Committee. Also, we will see the newly re-created Select Committee on the 

Climate Crisis hold hearings.

• Will it pass into law or even move legislatively?  It sets a marker.  Speaker Pelosi says it is 

“encouraging” (read: nope). But it sets up House Democrats to revisit the 2009 cap-and-trade bill 

along with a possible carbon tax.  In short, this is not going away anytime soon.
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Meanwhile… US Federal Debt to GDP Projected 

to double over next 30 years – does anyone care anymore?
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A strong US Federal Reserve: A team that works well

with other central bankers for careful coordination

• Federal Reserve Chair Jerome (Jay) Powell is 

a strong, deliberative and independent leader 

– will not bend to political pressure. 

• Powell is a highly experienced Washington 

insider (born and raised) with excellent 

political instincts to go with superb market and 

monetary experience.

• Teaming up with him is Randall (Randy) 

Quarles, Vice Chair for Supervision and 

Regulation.  Quarles strengths are deep in 

both regulation and monetary policy – an 

understand the intersection of both.

• Both have substantial and lengthy 

international central banking experience and 

relationships.

• And now Richard Clarida is on board as the 

new Vice Chair for Monetary Policy. 

Chairman Jay Powell

Vice Chair Quarles Vice Chair Clarida
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If you have been worried about White House 

interference with the Federal Reserve, you can relax now…

“The head of the Fed in China is President Xi,”
Trump told CNBC television in a telephone
interview Monday. “He can do whatever he wants.
They devalue. They loosen” monetary policy to
help offset the burden of tariffs, he said. “They
devalue their currency. They have for years. It’s
put them at a tremendous advantage,” Trump
said of the Chinese. “We don’t have that
advantage because we have a Fed that doesn’t
lower interest rates.”

- President Trump, June 10, 2 CNBC Interview

The President’s comments actually solidified the bipartisan Congressional 

alliance that is determined to keep the Federal Reserve independent.
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"I think Trump may be one of those figures in history 

who appears from time to time to mark the end of an 

era and to force it to give up its old pretenses. It 

doesn't necessarily mean that he knows this, or that 

he is considering any great alternative. It could just 

be an accident."
Henry Kissinger, FT, July 20, 2018

Agents of a Radically Changing Nation and World



II. The Geopolitical landscape: The old world order

is gone. What is the new world “order”?



Why is the world so turbulent? 

The world seems to be changing at an ever faster and highly 

unpredictable fashion.  Many of us wake up wondering “Wait. What? 

What just happened?”  The world wasn’t like this ten years ago.  Or was 

it?  What is driving all this political, economic and social change?

• Our theory is three key ongoing macro events have changed 

everything and will continue to change everything for the next ten to 

twenty years:

➢ Demographics

➢ Technology

➢ Migration



Demographics: We are getting old.  And many 
countries are not having children
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For the first time ever, there are now more people in the world 

older than 65 than younger than 5.

Source: United Nations; DB Research



Or, to look at it another way…
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• The rise of the driverless cars and 

truck, the use of drones for 

commercial use, robotics and artificial 

intelligence are rapidly and forever 

changing the way we have traditionally 

worked.

• It seems no job is “safe” from being 

automated – blue collar to white collar.

• But the cheap access to technology 

globally has given those with less 

greater leverage to change their 

situation.  

• Want to migrate from Africa to Europe?  

Your mobile will lead the way, 

coordinate your trip, and maybe save 

your life.
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Technology: The promise and threat is a global 
phenomenon 



Migration: You may not know it but you need us
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And let’s look at what’s happening on the US-Mexican 
border – it really is a human tidal wave
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Source: US Customs and Border Protection 



Trying to keep up trade policy decisions globally has many market participants 

confused. Here is a quick break-down:

➢ USMCA (NAFTA 2.0): It’s done and will likely be confirmed by Congress in 

Q2 2019. Net positive for all three countries (Canada, Mexico, US)

➢ Japan: President Trump is pursuing a bilateral free trade agreement.

➢ UK: President Trump wants a bilateral once Brexit is done; UK pursuing a 

deal with Japan and others.

➢ EU: This one is complicated, tied up with Iran policy, Russia and China.

➢ China: Do not expect this to be settled soon. Now moving from tariffs to 

sanctions (i.e. People’s Liberation Army, Chinese banks, senior government 

officials, etc.).  What needs to get ironed-out? 

Global trade tensions: What to watch and how do 
they end?
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• The last Chinese Communist Party Congress altered the essential vision and 

strategy of China. In essence, China will now more holistically engage around the 

world beyond trade. 

• In other words, expanded political and military engagement globally to go along with 

the economic power and reach.  A true superpower has emerged.

The New China: Rise of a global political and military 
super-power
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“String of 

Pearls”:

Locations where 

China either has 

or is currently 

negotiating to 

establish 

military bases.



All to support China’s extraordinary global economic 
plan, the Belt and Road Initiative
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• Demographics: China is aging rapidly. And the 

“One Child Policy” has proven disastrous. 

Meanwhile, the Chinese Muslim community –

known as Uighurs – has grown substantially and 

are now 10 percent of China’s population.  They 

are predominating found in the Xinjiang province 

which borders Afghanistan, Pakistan, Tajikistan 

and Kyrgyzstan.  And the population has 

increasingly become radicalized by elements of 

ISIS, Al Quada, and Hezbollah.

• Beijing has forcibly moved more than 1.5 million 

Uighurs into “re-education camps.”  There are 

approximately 40 such camps in the Xinjiang 

region now.

• Migration: Chinese ethnic Han have begun a 

government sanctioned migration to the Xinjang 

province as the region has begun to grow 

economically (i.e. minerals, oil deposits, 

agriculture).  The Han population has grown from 

6.7 percent in 1949 to more than 40 percent in 

2008.  All of this movement has also led to 

substantial environmental degradation.

But China is struggling with at least two of the three 
themes we spoke of earlier
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Uighur Detention Camp, Xinjiang Province, China



China is also grappling with substantial debt…
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The Arctic: Where the next “Great Game” is being 
played out?
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• The largest democracy in the 

world – 1.3 billion people –

where economic growth was 

7.3 percent in 2017.

• 2nd largest army in the world 

(1.4 million troops)

• History, culture and global 

reach is extraordinary and the 

basis for continued growth.

• China vs. India: The future 

Great Power Conflict?

• Challenges of Pakistan and 

growing religious differences.

India: The quiet superpower we all forget to watch
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• Saudi Arabia is well into the Vision 

2030: an ambitious plan to 

transform the country from the 

world’s greatest petroleum state 

into the world’s leading tech and 

investment state. However, MBS’s 

controversial leadership now 

threatens to undermine 

international investment.

• Before the Khashoggi murder, the  

biggest challenge was internal 

demographics and workforce 

transition (70 percent of population 

is under the age of 30) and ongoing 

competition in global oil market.

• How long before there is a 

backlash to the significant internal 

political, economic and social 

changes he has allowed?

The Future of the Middle East: What next?
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Deputy Crown Prince 

Mohammed bin Salman

Source: Bloomberg, CIA Factbook; Scowcroft Group



• In Turkey, the Lira has plunged as much 

as 40 percent this year; inflation is at 20 

percent and growing.

• Turkey cannot afford to leave NATO yet 

Erdogen seems to want to test the 

relationship. 

• And how hard will President Erdogen 

push for supremacy of the natural gas 

fields off Cyprus? Will Turkey become a 

regional energy power?

• The US and Turkey are at the cusp of a 

complete diplomatic breach – will Turkey 

take acceptance of Russian S-400 anti-

aircraft missiles?  Will the US withdraw 

military aid and push for Turkey to be 

booted from NATO?  Is this too much for 

Erdogen to handle?

What next for the Middle East? (Cont.)
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“We Europeans seem to be the 

last geopolitical vegetarians 

in a world of carnivores.”

− Former German Foreign Minister Sigmar Gabriel

Berlin, Germany 

June 12, 2019

The Future of the European Union: Brexit, Populism, 
Internal Fights and External Threats
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• The big question at this point in time 

is how is this going to end?  Here are 

several scenarios:

➢ Hard Brexit – probability quoted at 

“60-40” by Trade Secretary Liam 

Fox (August). Anticipated 4% GDP 

loss in the UK (over 5 years) versus 

no Brexit.

➢ Soft Brexit – along the lines of 

Prime Minister May’s Chequers 

White Paper.

➢ Second Referendum or Elections 

– If necessary Parliamentary 

approval for any deal cannot be 

won, pressure will rise to push the 

Brexit question back to the people.

The Future of the EU: Brexit, Changes in Germany, 
Impact of Italy all point to new dynamics for Europe
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• 2019 brings so many questions about the 

future of the European Union, including:

➢ The End of the Merkel Era – Who 

replaces her in Germany in 2020 as well 

as in the broader EU as a leader?  Is 

there actually one person or are the new 

emerging political parties forcing strange 

new, coalitions to exist?

➢ And what about Italy?  Will the 

European Commission ramp up their 

opposition to Rome’s plans?

- Look at the French/Italian tensions.

➢ Back to the Belt & Road for a moment -

what will Moscow do – if anything – to try 

to counter China’s growing influence in 

Europe?  

The Future of the EU (Cont.)
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EU grows at respectable rate but has slowed 

Source: Bloomberg, IMF



• Western sanctions are taking a 

sizeable and painful bite out of 

Russia’s economy which is already 

smaller than you may think (hint: it’s 

smaller than Texas).  Russia has less 

paved roads than Virginia.

• Russia shrinks by 700 people per day. 

Demographers believe by 2050 the 

overall population could shrink from 

149 million to 115 million (that is 

smaller than Mexico or the Philippines 

today).

• And more sanctions are potentially on 

the way among them bans on Russian 

Sovereign Debt.

• Watch for the growing stand-off in the 

Sea of Azov. Russia is massing 

troops and naval forces in Crimea. 25 

percent of Ukrainian GDP ships from 

here through the Black Sea.

Russia: What real threat does Putin actually pose to 
the US and the EU? 

Sources: Bloomberg; World Bank: Washington Post; IISS; Jamestown Foundation
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Latin America: The impact of the new Brazil and the 
sinking Venezuela on the Southern Hemisphere

• The average Venezuelan has lost 

approximately 30 pounds/13 kilos in the 

last year.

• More than 2.3 million Venezuelans have 

fled the country (total population is 32 

million).

• 130,000 percent inflation.

• Colombia, Brazil, Mexico, Chile are 

becoming overrun with refugees who 

have little or no chance to settle.

• With inflation now plus 1 million percent 

and President Maduro’s recent currency 

devaluation, how much longer can the 

country continue at this rate?  

Source: The Economist; Atlantic Monthly
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